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Bedding the Billionaire (Book 3) (Legacy Collection)
Createspace Independent Pub New York Times & USA Today Bestseller!Book 3: Bedding the Billionaire (Legacy Collection)Lil Dartley's life is upside down. Her previously steadfast and predictable sister is
marrying an inﬂuential billionaire and needs help planning the wedding of the century in less than a month. Years of middle class rebellion have not prepared Lil for handling billionaires or paparazzi.Jake
Walton knows a train wreck when he sees one. Lil was trouble from the ﬁrst day he met her, but since her sister is marrying his best friend, he has no choice but to help her or this wedding will be in the
news for all the wrong reasons. Keeping Lil safe would be a whole lot easier if she didn't drive him crazy both in and out of the bedroom.The Legacy Collection: Book 1: Maid for the BillionaireBook 2: For
Love or LegacyBook 3: Bedding the BillionaireBook 4: Saving the SheikhBook 5: Rise of the BillionaireBook 6: Breaching the Billionaire: Alethea's Redemption

Saving the Sheikh
Createspace Independent Pub New York Times and USA Today Bestselling Author!Book 4 of the Legacy CollectionRachid bin Amir al Hantan is ﬁghting for the sovereignty of his small country. He needs to
ﬁnd some powerful allies - and fast. Attending the wedding of Dominic Corisi is as much about reconnecting with old friends as it is about celebrating nuptials. The last thing he needs right now is the
distraction of a woman.Zhang Yajun is a self-made billionaire who can't believe she accepted her friend's dare to kiss Sheikh Rachid before the end of the wedding. When impulsive words lead to even
more impulsive actions, these two will discover that sometimes the last thing you were looking for is the one thing that can save you.Book 1: Maid for the BillionaireBook 2: For Love or LegacyBook 3:
Bedding the BillionaireBook 4: Saving the SheikhBook 5: Rise of the Billionaire Book 6: Breaching the Billionaire: Alethea's Redemption

Stolen Kisses
Ruth Cardello Dax Marshall isn’t the type of man a woman takes home to meet her parents. He’s a business shark who has never let anything as insigniﬁcant as caring stop him from taking over a
company. Some call him heartless, but he doesn’t see the value of caring about anyone or anything until he meets Kenzi. Her happiness becomes his obsession. Kenzi Barrington has tried to be the person
her family needed her to be, but she doesn't want to lie anymore. When she can’t hold a dark secret in another day, she turns to the one man she knows is strong enough to hear the truth. What starts as
a simple attraction becomes a friendship that changes how they both deﬁne love. A new, seven book series about the Andrade’s Boston cousins. The ﬁrst series in the Barrington Billionaire WORLD. Book
1: Always Mine Book 2: Stolen Kisses Book 3: Trade it All (Coming soon) Book 4: Let It Burn (Coming 2016) Book 5: More Than Love (Coming 2016) Book 6: Forever Now (Coming 2017) Book 7: Never
Goodbye (Coming 2017) *Look for a linked series set in the same world, written by Jeannette Winters (my sister) and Danielle Stewart (my niece). You won’t have to read the other series to enjoy mine, but
it sure will make it more fun. Characters will appear in all three series.

Breaching the Billionaire
Alethea's Redemption
New York Times & USA Today Bestselling Author!Breaching the Billionaire: Alethea's Redemption (Book 6 of the Legacy Collection)Alethea is at a crossroad. For as long as she could remember, it was her
and her best friend, Lil, against the world. Now that Lil has met Prince "I have my own helicopter" Charming and reconnected with her family, Alethea is on the outside looking in, justifying who she's
always been to people who have never understood her. When she uncovers a looming threat to Lil's family, she's determined to save them, even after they tell her not to get involved and assign their best
man to stop her. Marc Stone has been watching Alethea ever since she waltzed through his security system and right into his late night fantasies. As a decorated Marine, he's seen war, but nothing could
prepare him for this wild redhead. Strong. Beautiful. Flawed, and ﬁercely protective. Hard to love, and impossible to deny. If she'll stop ﬁghting him long enough, he'll show her just how ...

A Corisi Christmas
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Warm up with the couple who started it all. Dominic and Abby are gathering family for Christmas-Corisi style. This holiday NOVELLA is a heartwarming visit
with old friends. You'll laugh. You'll cry. You'll want to read the series all over again.

Billionaire Prince, Pregnant Mistress
HarperCollins Australia Billionaire Prince, Pregnant Mistress Sandra Marton Aspiring jewellery designer Maria Santos, proud but poor, has come to Aristo to win a royal commission. Cold, calculating Prince
Alexandros Karedes masterfully beds Maria, thinking she's only sleeping with him to save her business. Then he has her thrown oﬀ the island, back to the slums where she belongs! So when Alexandros
discovers Maria's pregnant he assumes it's on purpose. She'll never be a suitable wife – but she's perfect mistress material. What will it take for this billionaire prince to realise he's falling for his pregnant
mistress?

Well Played
Lauren: Graham is my brother's best friend. He's always been my protector and my conﬁdant because he accepts me the way I am-and not many do. I can't imagine not having him in my life. Our weekend
together was supposed to be a celebration. I graduated from college, Graham got engaged and signed with a pro football team, and my brother landed his dream job. It should have been the best time of
our lives. Except that the weekend started with me walking in on Graham's ﬁancee going down on my brother. I complicated the situation by having sex with Graham after that, but I wanted to comfort
him and, damn, when I saw desire in his eyes-for me-I couldn't say no. I've wanted him for so long. Now he doesn't want to see me. He says he has a darker side he needs to protect me from. Where do we
go from here? Do I try to pretend to be his friend again or push him to open up to me and possibly lose him forever? Graham Sleeping with one of my best friends was not exactly a brilliant idea. It made
things complicated, and I didn't do anything that threw my life into chaos. The ﬁancee her brother Jack, had stolen had been part of my life plan, one more step I was taking to be somebody. Granted, I
hadn't been in love with my intended bride, but I didn't really know how to love anybody. I survived. I pushed to achieve more. I battled my way to the top of the heap in my pro football career.. I'm a total
dick, and I don't want Lauren to see the side of me that would trample over anybody to work my way up in the world. Lauren sees me as a hero, a title I'd never gain with anybody else in my life, so I
wanted to keep her sheltered from the hard realities of my life. I wanted her to continue to think I was a nice guy when I was really just the opposite. We never should have crossed the line of going from
friends to lovers. There's too much Lauren doesn't know about me, and I care enough about her that I don't want her to share my pain and the darkness that never sees daylight inside me. I want her, but
she's a woman I can never have. She's too smart, too sweet, and way too good for a guy like me. Unfortunately, pushing her away becomes much more diﬃcult than I'd planned...

Taken by a Trillionaire
CreateSpace Xander: "Royal Prince Xander Demande needs to choose a wife before his thirtieth birthday, or he will lose his crown. His list of potential candidates is long but shortens to one woman after a
brief encounter with the socially inept, but beautiful and brilliant, Dr. Reanna Fielding. She never thought Prince Charming would come for her. He never thought any woman would melt his heart. Love
makes its own rules, but will it save her when she deﬁes not only him but the laws of his kingdom? In Rubare Collina, a marriage proposal can be a dream come true--or a death sentence"--Page 4 of cover.

The Broken One
Montlake Romance In New York Times bestselling author Ruth Cardello's sexy and emotional romance, a billionaire dares to invest in the riskiest proposition of his life: a second chance at love. Single mom
Heather Ellis would do anything for her adopted daughter, Ava. Even post an online reward for anyone who found the girl's lost stuﬀed animal. Who'd have guessed it'd be returned by a drop-dead-sexy
man with such sadness in his eyes that she had to reach out to him? To Ava, he's a hero. To Heather, he's a fantasy that puts at risk the happy life she's made for herself. It's been ﬁve years since
billionaire developer Sebastian Romano lost his wife and unborn child in a tragic accident. Now he's all business. No room for emotion. Until he stumbles across that damn stuﬀed wolf and the beautiful
single mother looking for it. Is he ready to give love a second chance? But there's more to Sebastian, his family, and his past than Heather knows. More than even Sebastian knows. Will the life they build
together be challenged when the truth is ﬁnally revealed?

Strictly Business
Montlake Romance Lies and attraction abound when a savvy businessman posing as his twin and an oil baron's niece battle over a family farm in this steamy romance from New York Times bestselling
author Ruth Cardello. I just found out I have an identical twin. Wasn't looking for one. Would have preferred to not have one, but here we are. We have nothing in common. I was adopted by a successful
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businessman who raised me to see life as a game and gave me the skills to win it. Him? He is about to lose his family's farm. You heard me--farm. Lucky for him, I'm a ﬁrm believer that when it comes to
family, no one goes to battle alone. I'm in. I've switched lives with him and will use every business trick I know to save his farm. However, my initial plan did not take into account a drop-dead gorgeous oil
rep or the secrets I uncover about my brother. And worst of all, I'm starting to like the farm and all its inhabitants. I can't stop thinking about that oil rep. This will deﬁnitely take longer to resolve than
anticipated.

Stolen by Truths
Ella Miles I was taken by Enzo. My heart and soul became his. It doesn’t stop me from ﬁghting for what’s mine. Or from trying to be free. But I never thought that with him, I would ﬁnd my home. Until I was
stolen… Stolen by Truths is book 4 in my Truth or Lies series.

Reluctantly Alpha
The Barrington Billionaires
Connor Sutton never had a problem attracting women. Tall, blond, easy-going . . . all he had to do to get them into his bed was to stop saying no. He never wanted to be rich or famous, but when his sister
married a billionaire, he became both. To ﬁt into the Barrington clan, he had to make a lot of changes and although being rich is nice. . . all it takes to make him happy is a loaded pizza and a cold
beer.Until he meets Angelina Kroll and discovers what it's like to want someone he can't have. Then she's all he can think about.As a hardworking, single mother, the last thing Angelina is looking for is a
ﬂing with a movie star, especially gorgeous, broody Connor Sutton. She gave up believing in happily ever after a long time ago. When she's unexpectedly ﬁred, Connor oﬀers her a job that's impossible to
refuse.He's not the man she thinks he is.She's not the woman she'd hoped to be.They've both left behind more than they wanted to.Will they discover ﬁtting in doesn't have to be all or nothing?Can they
be rich . . . and happy too?

Broken Legacy
A Dark High School Romance
They're my boys now - the four heirs of Delta. Together we're a team ... a family. Five broken, brutal, possibly sociopathic people, and we are all that stands between the world and the powerful, corrupt
Delta corporation.We have no idea what we're doing, but somehow we are determined to stop them. Permanently. We just need leverage ... irrefutable evidence of their corruption. And we need it now.
Before the vote that will change everything.Only there are a few other issues to deal with ﬁrst. Dante in prison for murder, blood coated roses showing up on my doorstep, and my bio-mom reaching all
new levels of insanity.For the ﬁrst time we might be completely out of our depth ... but we won't give up.Not until the ﬁnal battle is played out. Not until the war has been won.*This dark contemporary
romance features one girl and four sexy, dangerous boys but is NOT a reverse harem.*Includes a sneak peek of chapter one of Princess Ballot.

The Billionaire Wins the Game
CreateSpace Joseph Anderson has decided it is time his three successful sons ﬁnd brides. Joseph wants grandchildren to ﬁll his huge mansion, and he wants them immediately. His eldest son Lucas is
successful in all areas of his life except love, and Joseph begins matchmaking for his child. He ﬁnds Amy Harper and deems her the perfect daughter-in-law. He just needs to get her and Lucas to both
realize they're made for each other. Lucas Anderson is wealthy, incredibly sexy, and stubborn. He has no desire to have any woman enter his life, causing chaos or using his family's name. Many women
have tried, and he has been successful in ﬁnding out who they truly are underneath their false smiles. Amy Harper was raised in tragic circumstances and does not like pampered, rich men who have been
handed everything with a silver spoon. She spent years ﬁnishing her education and was blessed to get a job with the famous Andersons Corporation. She instantly does not like her incredibly sexy boss
who is arrogant and thinks every woman should fall at his feet. When Amy becomes pregnant after one reckless night of passion with her boss, she is scared he will take the baby and run. Lucas ﬁnds out
she is pregnant and immediately demands to do the right thing, and though Amy is backed into a corner, she in no way allows him to walk all over her. Lucas is demanding, and used to getting his way,
but Amy has just the right amount of spark to ignite his fuse, and challenges him each step of the way.

Prince Xander: Taken by a Trillionaire
Three New York Times and USA Today bestselling authors. One wild project. The Taken by a Trillionaire series is an escapism fantasy that was born at a party at RWA. Over cocktails, J.S. Scott, Melody
Anne, and Ruth Cardello laughed as they plotted this book with the help of two industry friends, Chris and Brian.If you are looking for a historically accurate representation of a monarchy or a serious
depiction of how royals maintain their bloodlines, this may not be the book for you. If you love larger than life characters and fun storylines that take you to exotic places with sexy alpha men, then
welcome to our imaginary kingdom: Rubare Collina. The men are insanely rich, the traditions are potentially deadly, and the sex will leave you craving a night on this dark isle. If you've ever fantasized
about what it would be like to be swept oﬀ your feet--or tossed over a prince's shoulder and taken--then you'll enjoy this series.Prince Xander: Taken by a Trillionaire Novellaby Ruth Cardello (previously
published in the TAKEN BY A TRILLIONAIRE ANTHOLOGY, the other novellas from this series are now sold separately)Royal Prince Xander Demande needs to choose a wife before his thirtieth birthday, or he
will lose his crown. His list of potential candidates is long but shortens to one woman after a brief encounter with the socially inept, but beautiful and brilliant, Dr. Reanna Fielding. She never thought Prince
Charming would come for her. He never thought any woman would melt his heart. Love makes its own rules, but will it save her when she deﬁes not only him but the laws of his kingdom? In Rubare
Collina, a marriage proposal can be a dream come true--or a death sentence.

Atlas of Structural Geology
Elsevier Atlas of Structural Geology features a broad and inclusive range of high-quality meso- and micro-scale full-color photographs, descriptions, and captions related to the deformation of rocks and
geologic structures. It is a multi-contributed, comprehensive reference that includes submissions from many of the world’s leading structural geologists, making it the most thorough and comprehensive
reference available to the scientiﬁc community. All types of structures are featured, including structures related to ductile and brittle shear zones, sigma- and delta-structures, mineral ﬁsh, duplexes and
trapezoids, shear related folds, and ﬂanking structures in meso- and micro-scales. A stunning collection of the world’s most beautiful and arresting geologic structures, the Atlas of Structural Geology is the
ideal aid in the retention of key concepts in geology. Presents more than 250 top-quality, full-color photographs contributed by the world’s most respected structural geologists Features a broad range of
morphological variations of geologic structures, making it the most up-to-date and inclusive reference of its kind Edited by a structural geologist with 14 years of experience in related research and
instruction Aids researchers in developing mathematical and analogue models on the peculiarity and uniqueness of the world’s most iconic structures

The Wild One
Montlake Romance She wants to go wild. A billionaire decides to go with her. For two Americans in Paris, love wasn't in the plans in New York Times bestselling author Ruth Cardello's sexy high-stakes
romance. After years of choosing safe over satisfying, a weeklong Paris ﬂing sounds perfect to Wren Heath. And who better to have it with than Mauricio Romano, a billionaire with a reputation as a ﬁrstclass heartbreaker. A few days. Fun, then done. What happens on vacation stays on vacation, right? Paris was Mauricio's playground, and love was never part of the game. Lust? Toujours. Then he meets a
sweet woman who wants to be a sex kitten. He knows how to give her the wildest ﬁve days and nights of her life. No commitments. No strings. But the hotter it gets, the harder it is to remember his own
rules. What do you do when what happens in Paris stays in your heart and then shows up at home? Are these two destined to clash or destined for love?

Always Mine
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform When it comes to getting what he wants, Asher Barrington is a hammer who is known for crushing his opponents. From the moment Emily walks into his oﬃce
and challenges him, winning takes on a whole new meaning. The only thing standing between Emily Harris and her goal to open a museum for the blind is an arrogant, sexy as hell billionaire, who thinks
sleeping with her will not complicate the situation. He won't change. She won't back down. But together they sizzle.

The World of Organic Agriculture
Statistics and Emerging Trends 2008
Routledge The new edition of this annual publication (previously published solely by IFOAM and FiBL) documents recent developments in global organic agriculture. It includes contributions from
representatives of the organic sector from throughout the world and provides comprehensive organic farming statistics that cover surface area under organic management, numbers of farms and speciﬁc
information about commodities and land use in organic systems. The book also contains information on the global market of the burgeoning organic sector, the latest developments in organic certiﬁcation,
standards and regulations, and insights into current status and emerging trends for organic agriculture by continent from the worlds foremost experts. For this edition, all statistical data and regional
review chapters have been thoroughly updated. Completely new chapters on organic agriculture in the Paciﬁc, on the International Task Force on Harmonization and Equivalence in Organic Agriculture and
on organic aquaculture have been added. Published with IFOAM and FiBL
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Loving a Landon (the Barrington Billionaires Book 11)
In this next installment of the Barrington Billionaire Series, Clay Landon, Fairy Godfather Extraordinaire, reunites with his family. Sophie and Dale will have to set a few more places at their table.

Trade It All (the Barrington Billionaires, Book 3)
Ruth Cardello Lance Barrington's priority is business, not pleasure. Only one woman has ever been able to turn him inside out: Willa Chambers, his sister's best friend. Forbidden. Scandalous.
Unforgettable. They've spent the last ten years trying to forget one night. When Willa and Lance are thrown together again, things heat up fast. Loving him almost destroyed her the ﬁrst time. This time,
will it heal her?

Runaway Heir
Montlake Romance When a woman runs from family, fortune, and secrets, love follows in New York Times bestselling author Ruth Cardello's dazzling romance. The Boston Westerlys are reuniting for a
wedding--a longtime wish for its matriarch. If only Nicolette, the youngest of the clan's siblings, could ﬁnd love. With her true parentage suddenly in question, she feels like more of an outsider than ever. It
ﬁgures that the one guest of any comfort is her grandmother's greatest enemy. Now, Nicolette's only impulse is to run. Disappearing to a small Iowa town, she can build a future on her terms without the
Westerly name or money--or the secrets that have divided the family for years. Despite his damning history with the Westerlys, Bryant Taunton recognizes a kindred spirit in Nicolette. He is drawn to the
beautiful loner. When she vanishes, he follows. But Bryant has his own secrets, and gaining Nicolette's trust won't be easy. It might even require the help of the family she left behind. Now, for Nicolette
and Bryant, coming to terms with the past is the only way to make both their dreams come true, and to ﬁnally ﬁnd a way home.

A Billionaire For Lexi
A Barrington Christmas Novella
R Cardello LLC A Billionaire for Lexi: The Barrington Billionaires 3.5

Response Surfaces: Designs and Analyses
Second Edition
CRC Press Response Surfaces: Designs and Analyses; Second Edition presents techniques for designing experiments that yield adequate and reliable measurements of one or several responses of interest,
ﬁtting and testing the suitability of empirical models used for acquiring information from the experiments, and for utilizing the experimental results to make decisions concerning the system under
investigation. This edition contains chapters on response surface models with block eﬀects and on Taguchi's robust parameter design, additional details on transformation of response variable, more
material on modiﬁed ridge analysis, and new design criteria, including rotatability for multiresponse experiments. It also presents an innovative technique for displaying correlation among several
response. Numerical examples throughout the book plus exercises--with worked solutions to selected problems--complement the text.

Secrets She Left Behind
MIRA Abandoned by his mother, teenaged Keith struggles with physical and emotional scars from an arson ﬁre and harbors hatred for his half-sister, Maggie, who has been released from prison for her role
in setting the ﬁre.

Warning Miracle
Lulu.com

Taken, Not Spurred
Montlake Romance Would-be writer Sarah Dery feels like her life is on hold. She's done squat with her English degree and is just killing time working for her parents. When the opportunity to spend the
summer working on a ranch in Texas comes her way, she ﬁgures it might be just the jolt she needs to get her creative juices ﬂowing. Tony Carlton is a handsome and reclusive horse trainer with a tortured
past and an eye for trouble, this time in the form of a naked blonde stranger he ﬁnds in his shower. The wrong turn that led Sarah into the arms of this sexy, brooding cowboy turns out to be just what she
needed to ﬁnd her steamy inner voice. Will their connection be enough to break down Tony's defenses?

Tycoon Takedown
Montlake Romance Melanie Hanna has ﬁnally worked up the courage to travel from Texas to New York and tell an old ﬂame that he's the father of her young son. When her best friend asks her brother to
watch over Melanie, her emotional trip takes an unexpected and sizzling detour. Charles Dery is at the top of his game, but all he can think about is bedding the woman he was asked to protect. When
she's almost killed, he takes what he'd been denying himself and discovers he'll do anything to keep her-- even break his own rules.

Let It Burn
The Barrington Billionaires
Ruth Cardello Let It Burn: The Barrington Billionaires 4

Auberon
An Expanse Novella
Hachette UK A novella set in the universe of James S. A. Corey's New York Times bestselling Expanse series, Auberon explores a new and alien world and the age-old dangers that humanity has carried
with it to the stars. Now a Prime Original series. Auberon is one of the ﬁrst and most important colony worlds in humanity's reach, and the new conquering faction has come to claim it. Governor Rittenaur
has come to bring civilization and order to the far outpost and guarantee the wealth and power of the Empire. But Auberon already has its own history, a complex culture, and a criminal kingpin named
Erich with very diﬀerent plans. In a world of deceit, violence, and corruption, the greatest danger Rittenaur faces is love. The Expanse Leviathan Wakes Caliban's War Abaddon's Gate Cibola Burn Nemesis
Games Babylon's Ashes Persepolis Rising Tiamat's Wrath The Expanse Short Fiction The Butcher of Anderson Station Gods of Risk The Churn The Vital Abyss Strange Dogs Auberon

More Than Love
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Ruth Cardello returns with a hilarious addition to Barrington Billionaire series. What happens when a normally reserved billionaire tries to be a regular
guy and discovers he has a wild side? Grant Barrington is a quiet hero who is about to ﬂex his alpha billionaire muscle.Viviana Sutton is living in Boston after being swindled by her ex-boyfriend. She¿s
done with relationships and isn¿t looking for forever. Giving in to one naughty, incredibly hot romp with a ﬁnancially challenged stranger actually makes her feel better until she takes a pregnancy test.To
help his family, he¿ll need to be the man she makes him feel like he can be.For the sake of her baby, she¿ll give him a chance to prove what they had was more than sex¿and he¿s more than just a regular
guy.

Somewhere Along the Way (the Andrades Book Four)
CreateSpace Luke Andrade: Wealthy, talented, ﬁercely loyal. He's the glue that holds his family together, but every man has a breaking point. When he heads to Ohio to attend a funeral, he does so with
the intention of taking time oﬀ to clear his head. The very last thing he expects to do is meet a woman. Cassie Daiver: Scarred, but not broken. She's recreating herself in a small town far away from her
painful childhood. He's angry with the world and himself. She ﬁnally has something she's afraid to lose. They couldn't have met at a worse time. Luke and Cassie are about to discover love often happens
somewhere along the way, and usually, when one least expects it.
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Loving Gigi
CreateSpace Gigi Bassano Young. Beautiful. Idealistic. Proud. Gigi was raised outside the Andrade clan, but it has left her with an ache she cannot deny. When she's invited to her brothers' weddings, she
refuses at ﬁrst, then changes her mind and attends without telling anyone. She won't let herself love them, but she can't stay away. It's a recipe for disappointment and heartbreak. Especially when she
throws herself at her brother's best friend, Kane. Kane Sander Sexy, rich, loyal, protective. He shouldn't want her. But he will. He should stay away from her. But he won't. Love doesn't follow anyone's
rules. Deny it. Run from it. Love always ﬁnds a way.

Taken Home
Montlake Romance Playboy Mason Thorne is nothing short of complicated. Though he was a movie star at a young age, his life took a downward spiral when he turned to drugs after losing his mother. He
cleaned up his act and became a senator but still keeps his distance from most everyone--including his own father. There are plenty of women around, but most are gone by morning. Twenty-ﬁve-year-old
Chelle Landon thinks she must be the last virgin in Texas. She's worried if she doesn't remedy it soon, she'll stay one forever. She attends yet another small-town wedding where the last single man her
age is oﬃcially oﬀ the market, until sexy politician Mason Thorne appears. He's the answer to her prayers, if one can pray for something that decadent. He needs a cover story, not another lover. Chelle's
on a mission to lose her virginity, no matter what. Will he break her heart or will she heal his?

He Said Always
Montlake Romance From New York Times bestselling author Ruth Cardello comes another hot Corisi romance about a bet, a love story, and the secrets that ruin relationships. When billionaire and tech
start-up capitalist Gian Romano strikes a bet with his niece Judy--the daughter of Dominic Corisi--to ﬁnd even more of the Corisi family, his search leads him to the Boston area. But when he pops into a
store, the woman who runs it becomes an instant distraction from his mission. Teagan is beautiful, strong, and too smart not to see through him. What started as a friendly family bet quickly becomes
complicated when sparks ﬂy between Gian and Teagan. Nothing is as simple as it appears, and together they discover the past still has the power to hurt the ones they both love. Teagan won't settle for
less than the truth from Gian, but when it comes to her own secret aspirations, she holds back. If they learn to trust each other, they just might discover that some secrets are better when shared. They'll
have to trust each other completely, or else their love, along with Gian's lead on Judy, will be doomed.

Reluctantly Romanced (the Barrington Billionaires, Book 10)
How to Fail at Flirting
the perfect sexy, heart-warming and emotional romcom
Hachette UK 'Put "Read How to Fail at Flirting" at the top of your to-do list!' Jen Deluca, author of Well Met Let a guy buy her a drink: tick Try something new: tick Hook-up with someone: ... not quite For
one night only, Naya's friends convince her to shed her frumpy cardigan for an evening on the town. For once, she'll forget about her demanding job and, with the help of her new to-do list, practice ﬂirting
with a charming stranger . . . Jake might be just what Naya never knew she was looking for. He's sexy, he makes her laugh and he challenges Naya to rebuild her lost conﬁdence. But the best things in life
are never easy, and the complicated strings around dating Jake might just destroy her career. Naya has two options: she can protect her professional reputation and return to her old life, or she can ﬂirt
with the unknown and stay with the person who makes her feel like she's ﬁnally living again... Praise for How to Fail at Flirting 'Absolutely SPECTACULAR!!' Priscilla Oliveras, USA Today bestselling author 'A
powerhouse romance' Sarah Smith, author of Faker 'How to Fail at Flirting delivers on every level. I did not want to put it down!' Samantha Young, New York Times bestselling author 'A charming, romantic
love story' Andie J. Christopher, USA Today bestselling author 'Jake is just the type of hero I love - sexy, smart, sweet, and smitten' Olivia Dade, author of Spoiler Alert

The Secret One
Montlake Romance In this steamy third book in New York Times bestselling author Ruth Cardello's Corisi Billionaires series, a trip to Italy could jump-start a lasting relationship--but only if all that's hidden
comes to light. When Christof meets a beautiful mechanic on the side of the road, he knows they're meant to be. His family, however, needs him and his mediation skills in Italy, where decades of secrets
and betrayal could cost them everything. His mother is convinced a ﬁancée would help smooth things over. But he'd be nuts to ask a woman he just met to participate in such a farce. Men always ﬁnd
something about McKenna they want to change--her independence, her success, the grease that clings to her after a satisfying day in the garage. So when she starts falling for a handsome billionaire, she
doesn't believe it will last. Their engagement is fake, but the sparks that ﬂy when they're together are too real to resist. If Christof and McKenna trust themselves and each other, Italy will jump-start a love
as intimate as it is intense. If not...their relationship isn't the only one on the line.

He Said Together
The Lost Corisis Book 3
From New York Times bestselling author Ruth Cardello comes another heartwarming Corisi romance about family, love and healing.Kal has always been willing to do whatever was necessary to support his
mother and sister. Dancing for money? He did it without complaint and so well that he could ﬁnally pay oﬀ his mother's medical bills. He was a hero-until he became an embarrassment when Dominic
Corisi swooped in to 'save' his family.Kal can't continue to be the man he was, but can refuse to be the one Dominic tries to mold him into.It'll take a strong woman to help Kal see that his anger is justiﬁed,
but misplaced. Love wins no matter how hard a man ﬁghts it.

The New Basic Training of the Young Horse
Trafalgar Square A revitalised version of the well-known classic by one of the world's most successful riders, now with additional text and all new colour photographs.
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